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INTERSECTIONS OF COMMUTANTS OF ANALYTIC TOEPLITZ OPERATORS
By the lemma D -E is a finite set. For some w £ E, the zeros of <p are distinct and 0^(0) 4 0. Since ^ = B^,^ and <£" \cpjz)) = ^idoiz)),
we can assume that the a.'s are distinct and nonzero.
For j = I, 2,.. . , n, let
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use E. = {z e E; (f)~1(cp(z)) n iff~ (ilf(z)) has precisely /' points!.
Let E1. be the set of isolated points of E., and let E'. = E. -E.. Note that We know <p~ (<f>(z)) O i^z-(ip(z)) has z?z points, so we can assume cp~ ((f)(z)) fMff-l(iff(z))={a.(z)lf=v Since am + l(z) £ C, <p~ 1(<^(am+ jU))) O z/z~ (i/Hzz +1(z))) has zzz points and we can assume that they are ia/zM,-^ + 1
If we continue this process, we eventually exhaust cf>~ (cp(z)). This gives us <f>~ (<p(z)) as a disjoint union of sets with m points each. Hence m divides n. We have now proven the first conclusion of the theorem and we will proceed to the proof of the second conclusion. Note that the fact that m divides n is also an immediate consequence of the second conclusion.
For z £ C, let I(z) be the product ot the m numbers in cp~ l((p(z)) O iff~ (ift(z)) and let ](z) be the product of the other n -m numbers in <p"~ (cf>(z)). For z £ E, let L(z) be the product of the n numbers in (p (<f>(z)). We are now going to show that l(z) can be extended to a finite Blaschke product. Clearly, L = //. Note that z e qo~ icpiz)) so a{z) = z for some i.
Therefore, |L(z)| < |z| and hence, L(0) = 0. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
